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Abstract 
The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) is using a Java 

based hierarchal framework for application program 
development. The framework, called XAL, is designed to 
provide an accelerator physics programming interface to 
the accelerator.  Much of the underlying interface to the 
EPICS control system is hidden from the user.  Use of 
this framework allows writing of general-purpose 
applications that can be applied to various parts of the 
accelerator. Also, since the accelerator structure is 
initiated from a database, introduction of new beam-line 
devices or signal modifications are immediately available 
for all XAL applications.  An online model is included in 
this framework for quick beam tracking.  Simple 
interfaces to other external modeling software are also 
available.  Standard graphical user interface (GUI) layout 
is provided for common look-and-feel purpose.  Direct 
scripting interfaces are available for both Jython and 
Matlab™, for rapid prototyping uses. Many physics 
applications, general purpose diagnostic tools and a 
physics logger have been developed and tested with a 
portion of the SNS linac. The overall framework is 
described, and example applications are shown. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The SNS is an accelerator for pulsed, high-intensity 

neutron production. In addition to EPICS [1] control 
system, a Java-based software infrastructure called XAL 
[2] is designed and implemented for general-purpose, 
high-level accelerator applications.  The XAL is a 
programming framework providing an object-oriented 
model of an accelerator, interfaces to the SNS control 
systems for dynamic data and to the SNS global database 
[3] for static information, interfaces to various external 
modeling software packages, and a built-in lattice tool 
(online model) [4] mainly for quick, online calculation.  
XAL is designed for but not limited to accelerator physics 
applications.  General purpose tools, such as machine 
protection false analysis, data logging, hardware 
monitoring services and so on, are also written with XAL.  
A n 

2.  Several applications are shown in Section 3 as 
examples. 

2 XAL STRUCTURE AND DATABASE 
The entire software and hardware infrastructure is 

shown schematically in Fig. 1.  A subset of the global 
database is extracted into an extensible markup language 
(XML) formatted file.  Any XAL application requiring 
initialization with static data can parse this XML file.  
The communication between XAL applications and the 
control systems is through an EPICS Java Channel 
Access layer embedded in the XAL.  A separate XML file 
called probe contains initial beam information for running 
the online model through a lattice. 

Figure 1: Application software infrastructure 

2.1 Accelerator Model 
At the heart of XAL is a set of classes describing an 

accelerator hierarchy as shown in Fig. 2. The accelerator 
is composed of a set of sequences, which in turn are 
composed of sets of nodes. The node structure includes 
classes for common beam-line components such as 
magnets, RF cavities and diagnostic devices.  

Methods are provided throughout the accelerator class 
structure to easily perform common tasks such as: 1) 
selecting nodes of a certain type from a sequence, 2) 
getting or setting magnetic fields in a magnet, or 3) 
finding the beam position from a diagnostic Beam 
Position Monitor (BPM). Importantly, the details of the 
control system connection are hidden from the user. The 
Accelerator node objects generally correspond to the 
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2.5 Tools physical devices actually in the accelerator beam-line, but 
are not necessarily one-to-one mappings.  Other non-
beam-line devices, such as magnet power supplies, 
vacuum gauges, can also be included in a sequence for 
display or simple calculation purpose. 

Several general purpose tools are provided that are used 
in applications and classes. Some of the more extensively 
used tools are described here. 

The framework provides a standard user interface 
design such as common look-and-feel, Java logging and 
user preference save and restore, and online help in 
HTML form.   

 

Several mathematics tools, such as optimization, fitting, 
integration, are included in the XAL.  A fast data plotting 
utility for nearly real-time display is also provided. 

In addition to creating pure Java applications to 
exercise XAL capabilities, scripting interfaces are 
available. These include Jython and Matlab™ interfaces. 
In both these cases, no glue code, special wrapper code or 
build steps are needed; rather the Java classes can be 
directly imported into the scripting level and used 
seamlessly along with the scripting language.  

2.6 Online model Figure 2: Schematic of the XAL accelerator class 
hierarchy. An important XAL feature is the online accelerator 

model [4], which allows for on-the-fly calculation of 
beam parameters, based on machine settings. The online 
model is loosely coupled with the other part of the XAL.  
The main components are a lattice (constructed from the 
XAL accelerator nodes) and a probe (describing the beam, 
and how it is to be modeled).  The lattice is generated via 
a set of rules, from the accelerator node device 
information.  In the transformation to the lattice view, 
devices may be split into more than one piece, and drift 
spaces are added (note that no drift information is stored 
in the XAL initialization database, only actual device 
information). Also, a visitor pattern scheme is used to 
facilitate synchronization of the lattice view parameters, 
with updates from different sources.   It is possible to run 
the online model outside of XAL, as long as an online 
model lattice and a probe are supplied.  Fig 3 shows an 
application based on the online model. 

2.2 The Control System Connection 
XAL uses EPICS as the underlying control system to 

communicate with accelerator hardware (see Fig. 1). 
EPICS communication uses a single “Process Variable” 
(PV) as the fundamental unit for communication with 
higher level programs via a protocol called Channel 
Access. XAL has a Channel class that encapsulates the 
communication with a PV.  As shown in the bottom row 
of Fig. 2, XAL provides a simple interface to the 
hardware and hides all the Channel complication from 
application writers. 

2.3 Database connection 
XAL provides a hierarchal framework, but the actual 

objects within this structure need to be initialized. We 
initialize the accelerator structure using multiple tables in 
the global SNS relational database [3]. The global 
database is the central repository containing information 
about both abstract devices and specific hardware 
equipment. The database is also configured to store 
logged physics data taken from the accelerator.  For XAL, 
the abstract device information is of interest. In particular, 
there are tables defining the sequences within SNS, and 
devices within each sequence. A beam-line device could 
be a magnet, diagnostic instrument or RF cavity. A  SQL 
query produces the XAL structure directly. 

2.4 Data Correlation 
The SNS is a pulsed machine, and will operate at 60 Hz 

eventually. EPICS will provide a timestamp to each PV 
from a common timing system.  It is important to be able 
to gather many signals from a common pulse when 
analyzing beam behavior.  An optional data correlation 
engine in XAL ensures that the event data collected all 
occurred within a specified time window, usually the 
beam pulse width. 

Figure 3: Online model application. 
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3 APPLICATIONS 
XAL tools have been used to create about 20 

applications.  Most of these applications use Java Swing 
GUI components. An important feature of the applications 
is the use of a common framework. This GUI framework 
provides common look-and-feel for every application.  
The framework also includes file save/restore, screen 
capture, error logging, memory usage display, and many 
other features.  Some specific application examples are 
presented here. 

3.1 Scope  
There are only minimal provisions for analog display of 

waveforms in the control room, therefore waveforms are 
digitized and made available as EPICS PVs.  A “digital 
scope” application is available for viewing the 
waveforms. An important requirement is to be able to 
overlay different waveforms from different sources (e.g. 
RF, BPMs, loss monitors, …). Since each waveform 
source uses different digitization methods, we require 
additional information for each waveform PV, describing 
the time offset of the first element from a common time 
point, and the time bin size that each array element 
corresponds to. With this information, waveforms from 
various sources can be displayed together, with the real 
time as the x coordinate. The time correlator engine 
described in Section 2.4 is used to ensure that 
simultaneously displayed waveforms are from the same 
machine pulse. 

 
Figure 4: Screen snapshot of the Scope application. 

3.2 Xio  
XIO is a general purpose application to monitor sets of 

signals. The user first uses the accelerator sequence 
selection feature (part of the framework) to select the 
portion of the accelerator to work with. Then device types 
of interest within the selected accelerator sequence are 
picked (e.g. BPMs ...). Finally the signal types for the 
selected device types are picked (e.g. horizontal beam 
position signal type for the BPMs). A separate table is 
created for each selected device type within in a tabbed 
panel and within each table there is a column for each 
selected signal type.  The table cells display the values at 
a prescribed update rate (typically 1-2 Hz). Options exist 

to display each column of signals as a live X-Y plot, 
where the horizontal axis is the distance along the 
selected accelerator sequence. Also possible is a color 
“waterfall” display of a signal type’s value (rendered via a 
color mapping) along the beam-line (x axis) and versus 
time (y axis). 

 
Figure 5: Screen snapshot of the Xio application. 

3.3 Virtual Accelerator 
To test the framework and applications in the absence 

of a running accelerator, we rely on an accelerator 
simulator called the virtual accelerator with the online 
model as the engine and portable channel access server as 
EPICS data provider.   The advantages of this simulator 
are model-based simulation, and the same data acquisition 
interface and the same EPICS process variable (PV) 
settings as been used on the real machine.  A virtual 
accelerator application using the online model is served as 
a client of a portable channel access server.   

4 CONCLUSION 
The basic Java XAL structure is produced, and includes 

facilities for application programming. A set of initial 
applications is produced, and used at the initial SNS 
commissioning. The next development stages include 
populating the database and developing more applications 
specific to other beam-lines that will be commissioned in 
the next several years. Also, in the framework an agent 
based client/server capability is developed.  
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